Development of a method of automated extraction of biological fingerprints from chest radiographs as preprocessing of patient recognition and identification.
This paper describes the development of an automated method of extraction of biological fingerprints (BFs), including detection of image orientation in chest radiographs. The image orientation of a target image was recognized and modified by examination of normalized cross-correlation values between a target image and averaged male and female images with correct image orientation. Templates of BFs were extracted from averaged images. Then, each BF in the target image was extracted from locations that showed the highest cross-correlation value between the template of BF in the averaged image and the corresponding BF in the target image. With our method, 100% (200/200) of image orientations were recognized correctly. If the orientation was recognized as inappropriate, our algorithm modified it into the appropriate chest image orientation. In addition, the BFs automatically extracted from target images were improved. This method would be useful in a preprocessing system for patient recognition and identification.